
Please follow the requirements below when submitting your art. If the requirements are not met,
reworking files can cause delays & result in additional artwork setup fees. Once artwork is submitted,
your dedicated Bergin Production Artist will contact you to discuss. All new artwork & first-time projects
are reviewed by our Art Director. Thank you for choosing BERGIN!

A separate .pdf or .jpeg
of the art is included

We cannot etch barcodes. Variance in the etch process prevents
us from producing barcodes accurately.

DESIGNER  CHECKLIST  -

FILE
 FORMAT

Vector art created in Adobe Illustrator (.ai, .pdf, or .eps).
Package .ai files to include all fonts, links, or convert to outlines.
Files must be unlocked & art must be adjustable.

ETCH
CHECKLIST

TEXT SIZE
Minimum of 1mm height, based on lowercase font type. 
Any smaller in etch font will be illegible.

Minimum line width of 1.5pt.
Minimum negative space of .75pt

LINE THICKNESS

PAINT COLORS

DESIGN PLACEMENT

BARCODES

Please send real labels for reference if duplicating. Pantone colors or
color swatches can be used for color matching. Please make sure color
references provided are accurate as all paint is hand mixed to match
colors as closely as possible. 

On the flat surface, 5mm down from the bottle shoulder, 18mm up
from the bottom of the bottle.

All raster images must be reviewed by our art team to assess etch
ability before committing to the project. Not all raster images are
appropriate for etch.

PLEASE SUBMIT F ILES  DIRECTLY TO YOUR BERGIN PRODUCTION ARTIST  

The working file is in vector
format (.ai, .pdf, .eps)

Etch Checklist is 
completed (see above)

RASTER IMAGES ( .JPG, .TIF,  .PSD, .BMP) 

Please  ver i fy  a l l  in format ion on labe l  i s  updated & accurate

before  submitt ing your  art .

ETCH


